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Rick Broadbent is a veteran journalist whose decades of
covering the MotoGP circus have given him some extraordinary insight into the big bucks, cutthroat world of the
planet’s premier motorcycle racing series. Parallel storylines
in Ring of Fire alternate between following the path of Valentino Rossi’s career and Mike Hailwood’s triumphant win
of the Isle of Man Senior TT in 1978. The contrast shows just
how much racing has changed, and yet also how the racers’
mindsets have remained the same, especially when it comes
to dealing with the dangers and tragedies of the sport.
As an avid race-watcher, I voraciously soak up everything I can. Still, Ring of Fire brought me details and anecdotes that I had never read before. It is an immersive
page-turner that will rivet you to your seat. Make sure you
have a full non-race weekend to read it, as you won’t be

Hard-Core Wallet
Built for the most demanding of
circumstances, the TMT Tactical
Wallet is a brutally efficient way to
carry your money, credit cards, and
other valuable documents. CNCmachined from RFID-proof billet
6061-T6 aluminum, this precision
device has far more to it than one
sees at first glance.
In addition to a nearly indestructible shell sporting a prominent compass, the Tactical Wallet
has cleverly hidden tweezers, ink
pen, and toothpick.

able to put it down. — Arthur Coldwells

Surreptitiously built into the wallet’s exterior is a self-defense striking edge (not tested), a carbide glass
breaker, and a lanyard hole, while
clever hidden compartments lurk
inside the wallet. Measuring an
inch thick and about 3 inches by
3.5 inches, this is not a slick design
you slip into your back pocket.
Instead, the TMT Tactical Wallet is
a finely tuned instrument built for
the rugged and extreme conditions
we sometimes find ourselves in as
motorcyclists. — Don Williams

BOOK >>

Take It With You

BACKPACK >>

Exceptionally comfortable and well balanced, the Alpinestars Protection
Pack has the requisite inside tailored pockets and elastic bands to secure
your basics, ample space for a laptop, change of clothes and other provisions, as well as three external zippered pockets for quick-access items.
Stowed in a bottom zipper compartment is a webbed helmet carrier that
clips across the front of the backpack.
Importantly, the Alpinestars Protection Pack has padded protection at
the hips and shoulders, and an integrated CE-certified back protector.
Padded adjustable shoulder straps combine with adjustable waist and
sternum straps to provide a secure fit. Made of water-resistant nylon twill
with reflective piping and logo, the zippers are waterproof.
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— Kelly Callan

